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Tips and Tools for Working 
with Students with Disabilities 

in a CTAE Classroom



How does a student qualify for Special Education?
❖ A student is not developing at the same rate as other children or a student is 

experiencing unusual or prolonged difficulties with the general education 
curriculum and instruction. 

❖ The student is evaluated using a variety of assessment tools.

❖ Based on the results, the determination is made whether the child meets the 
federal definition of a child with a disability.

Link to the GA DOE Special Education Services and Supports page: 
http://tiny.cc/hmd47y

http://tiny.cc/hmd47y


There are 12 eligibility categories:
❖ Autism

❖ Deaf / Hard of Hearing (DHH)

❖ Deafblind (DB)

❖ Emotional & Behavioral Disorder 
(EBD)

❖ Intellectual Disabilities (Mild, 
Moderate, Severe, Profound)

❖ Other Health Impaired (OHI)

❖ Orthopedically Impaired (OI)

❖ Significant Developmental Delay 
(SDD)

❖ Specific Learning Disabled (SLD)

❖ Speech Language Impairment (SL)

❖ Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)

❖ Visual Impairment & Blindness



After assessment and identification, then what?
❖ Students with a special education eligibility are to be provided a free & 

appropriate education in the least restrictive environment. 

❖ Students will have an Individualized Education Program (IEP) that is reviewed 
annually and contains a WEALTH of information:

*Present Levels of Performance              *Transition Services

*Accommodations                                    *Student Supports

*Annual Goals and Objectives                  *Related Services

❖ YOU the CTAE instructor is an integral member of the IEP Team            



❖ Other Health Impairment
❖ Specific Learning 

Disabilities
❖ Autism
❖ Emotional Behavior 

Disorders
❖ Intellectually Disabled
❖ Deaf or Hard of Hearing

➢ Processing Sounds and information 
appropriately

➢ Memory, Planning & Organizing work
➢ Completing multi-step tasks 
➢ Group work, Social interactions 
➢ Understanding inferences 
➢ Processing language – reading 

comprehension/fluency
➢ Math calculations/Math Reasoning 
➢ Interacting with peers
➢ Hearing auditory information
➢ Communication

Common 
disabilities

Struggles students may face

http://www.naacpartners.org/presentations/workshops/CCSSOseminars/16600/materials/Part4/Part%
20IV%20Teacher%27s%20Guide%207-13-05.doc From Burdge et al (2001) See Chart on next slide
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Imagine an iceberg - You see one thing on the surface - maybe it looks small or large but what you can’t see until you use special tools or have special equipment is what lies beneath.  Maybe there are larger hidden parts underneath, jagged, stronger, deeper rooted!  Now, think of some of the students in your class.  They may “look” like they don’t care, maybe they act like a disrespectful student and won’t complete their work, perhaps they even look like they are ignoring you on purpose.  However, what lies beneath are a host of other issues.  Students with disabilities often come with labels but that label is just the tip of the iceberg.  Each student has their own set of issues that lie beneath.  Some are battling health issues (physical & mental), some family issues (relationships, emotional, financial, addiction) some other have school issues (environmental or inter-personal).  I challenge you to keep this image in mind when you encounter that student who seems unresponsive or disconnected. For example, as a general education teacher you are given a very small snipit of the student’s background - the label of eligibility.  Maybe they have a Specific Learning Disability but what does this really mean?  It means they could struggle with any of these tasks above.  What may look like a kid trying to avoid doing a project might be a student who struggles with planning and organizing information to get started on a project!  Try to remember there is more below the surface that what you can see!

http://www.naacpartners.org/presentations/workshops/CCSSOseminars/16600/materials/Part4/Part%20IV%20Teacher%27s%20Guide%207-13-05.doc


Activity Particular Student Characteristics Barriers For This Particular Student

Lecture and 
note-taking

Limited attention span; difficulty 
assimilating basic information
Difficulty with fine motor

Lecture is fast paces and does not always 
clearly identify major points; 
Note taking requires sophisticated paper/pencil 
skills

Cooperative 
learning groups

Inconsistent communication skills Sharing of ideas quickly; augmentative 
communication system is not easily nor quickly 
adaptable and does not always have vocabulary 
related to the topic; social interaction skills

Research Non-reader; taking whole to part Research information is primarily in print; 
important information is not always clearly 
identified; Breaking information down from 
whole to part

Practice 
activities and 
homework

Requires assistive technology/Support  to 
participate in activities and complete work

Assistive technology/Support needed may not 
be available at home

Culminating 
projects

Difficulty with fine motor 
Inconsistent communication skills

Project requires written information 
Project must be presented to class
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So how am I supposed to understand every student so deeply when I have 30 + students and minimal time in class?  I know you are all probably thinking “Sure in a perfect world I could get to know each and every kid on a deeper level but not this school year!”  Well here is a guide that can give you ideas for how our typical classroom tasks could be difficult for students and suggestions for how to help on a broader level!For Example, for Lectures/Note-taking you can see the barriers.  So perhaps allow for them to record it or have the lecture available in video format on your webpage so they can refer to it as often as they need to.  Also, for note-taking provide guided notes where key points are blank and they have to fill them in but the students doesn’t have to write the entire point word for word.  





Where are the SWD in the CTAE courses?
❖ Agriculture—794
❖ Architecture/Construction---554
❖ Arts/A/V Tech. & Communication—

205
❖ Business Management & 

Administration—245
❖ Education and Training—108
❖ Energy—96
❖ Finance—139
❖ Government & Public Admin.—249

❖ Health Science—791
❖ Human Services—334
❖ Hospitality & Tourism—148
❖ IT—432
❖ Law/Public Safety—471
❖ Manufacturing—192
❖ Marketing—143
❖ STEM—155
❖ Transportation, Distribution 

& Logistics—382

As reported in May 2019 by the statewide Cumulative Performance Review for CTI coordinators   



Instructional strategies in a CTAE classroom
Differentiated 
Instruction:

is tailoring instruction to meet 
Individual Student Needs.

❖ Group Students with 
Similar Learning Styles  

❖ Chunking

❖ Hands on work

❖ Visualization

❖ Modeling

❖ Role Play

❖ Learning Contracts

❖ Student-Led Classroom

❖ Choice Boards

❖ Graphic Organizers

❖ Songs/Skits/Dance

❖ Art/Video

❖ Verbal Presentations 
over Powerpoint 
Presentations

❖ Student Portfolios

❖ Create Learning 
Stations
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Flemister



Teaching strategies
Rewordify.com

This site will convert and simplify difficult English words/text into an easy to 
understand format.  It shows the original text to the simplified version.  This is a 
great way to build vocabulary.  Additional reinforcement activities are provided.  
Documents can be saved online for access later.  And...this site is FREE.

https://rewordify.com/index.php
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Paula

https://rewordify.com/index.php


Formative Assessments:

Evaluate how students are learning the material 
throughout the lesson.

❖ Venn Diagram

❖ Entry and Exit Slips

❖ Traffic Lights

❖ Think-Pair-Share

❖ Clickers (Poll Anywhere, 

Kahoot)

❖ Hands on--Project-based

❖ Tiered Lessons

❖ Cooperative Learning

❖ Self-Assessment

❖ Four Corners

❖ Metacognition 

Sheets

❖ One Minute 

Papers

❖ Chunking

❖ Check off Skills 

Assessments
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FlemisterTraffic Lights are used for pre-assessment, student self-assessment and as an exit slip. Green = I know this; Yellow = I may know this; Red = I don’t know this. Teachers can give students coloured cups or coloured construction paper to hold up.Metacognition Sheets - Pinpoint knowledge gaps before a summative assessment. Distribute a sheet of paper and ask the students to answer three questions a) Can you summarize the topic? b) How can you apply the topic? c) What questions do you still have about the topic?One Minute Papers - One minute papers are usually completed at the end of the day. Students answer a brief question in writing. Typical questions posed by teachers center around - Main point, Surprising Concept, Questions not answered, Most confusing area of topic, What question from the topic might appear on the next test?





Online Resources--Where to go for ideas, help, etc.
Specific Learning Disability

http://www.ascd.org/publications/curriculum_handbook/413/chapters/Instructing_Students_With_High-
Incidence_Disabilities_in_the_General_Education_Classroom.aspx

https://www.adcet.edu.au/inclusive-teaching/specific-disabilities/specific-learning-disability/

ADHD

http://www.ldonline.org/article/5911/

https://childdevelopmentinfo.com/learning/learning_disabilities/teacher/#.XP_A2VxKhPY

Emotional Behavior Disorder

https://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/5-tips-for-handling-ebd-kids-emotional-behavior-disorder-in-an-inclusive-
classroom/

https://www.sess.ie/categories/emotional-disturbance-andor-behavioural-problems/conduct-disorder/tips-learning-and-teach

https://do2learn.com/disabilities/CharacteristicsAndStrategies/EmotionalDisturbance_Strategies.html

http://www.ascd.org/publications/curriculum_handbook/413/chapters/Instructing_Students_With_High-Incidence_Disabilities_in_the_General_Education_Classroom.aspx
https://www.adcet.edu.au/inclusive-teaching/specific-disabilities/specific-learning-disability/
http://www.ldonline.org/article/5911/
https://childdevelopmentinfo.com/learning/learning_disabilities/teacher/#.XP_A2VxKhPY
https://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/5-tips-for-handling-ebd-kids-emotional-behavior-disorder-in-an-inclusive-classroom/
https://www.sess.ie/categories/emotional-disturbance-andor-behavioural-problems/conduct-disorder/tips-learning-and-teach
https://do2learn.com/disabilities/CharacteristicsAndStrategies/EmotionalDisturbance_Strategies.html


Online Resources cont’d.
Autism

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238722156_Individualized_Educational_Support_Strategies_for_Students_with_Autism_in_I
nclusive_Classroom_Settings_Effective_Practices_Brief

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/teaching-students-autism-spectrum-disorder/

Intellectual Disabilities

https://www.mentalhelp.net/articles/effective-teaching-methods-for-people-with-intellectual-disabilities/

https://ttaconline.org/instructional-strategies-students-with-cognitive-disabilities

Formative Assessments and Interventions

https://www.rti4success.org/

Differentiated Instruction

https://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/di/

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238722156_Individualized_Educational_Support_Strategies_for_Students_with_Autism_in_Inclusive_Classroom_Settings_Effective_Practices_Brief
https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/teaching-students-autism-spectrum-disorder/
https://www.mentalhelp.net/articles/effective-teaching-methods-for-people-with-intellectual-disabilities/
https://ttaconline.org/instructional-strategies-students-with-cognitive-disabilities
https://www.rti4success.org/
https://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/di/


Online Resources cont’d.

Metro RESA: http://www.ciclt.net/sn/lib/l_list.aspx?ClientCode=mresa&LC_Code=special

https://www.apple.com/healthcare/

Differentiation Central: http://differentiationcentral.com/model/

CAST: www.cast.org

http://www.ciclt.net/sn/lib/l_list.aspx?ClientCode=mresa&LC_Code=special
https://www.apple.com/healthcare/
http://differentiationcentral.com/model/
http://www.cast.org
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